Welcome to Pete Lien & Sons
For nearly a century, Pete Lien
& Sons has provided construction
materials for our communities to
build a better world around us.
The company’s commitment to
customer service and product
quality has helped it grow from
its humble beginnings to today’s
large scale, multi-state, operation.

“

We are proud of our continued
traditions of excellence, the
expertise and commitment of our
employees, and the service we
provide. Contact us today to learn
how Pete Lien & Sons can provide
you with world-class products &
services.

After playing 6 years of professional baseball,
this infield mix is one of the best.
Brian Humphries, Post 320 Baseball

Before

When visiting local ballfields, we
found that there is a great need for
high quality ballfield aggregate in
our communities.
• PROBLEM: Fields are unstable
and sticky when wet, and/or
“beachy” and dusty when dry.
- Our solution: Super
Slide was scientifically
developed to create
the perfect balance of
strength & flexibility,
providing your field with
better “playability” in any
condition.
• PROBLEM: Player’s skin and
gear getting torn up from
rough infield conditions.
- Our solution: Super Slide
was engineered with softer
and less granular material
resulting in less wear and
tear on the players and
gear.

”
During

• PROBLEM: Players and the
crowd are having trouble
seeing the ball, because of
light colored infield.
- Our solution: Super Slide
is significantly darker than
other ball field aggregates
-providing less glare on the
fields, so players can keep
their “eye on the ball”.
“Red-er is better”
• PROBLEM: Many fields require
a high level of maintenance
due to the poor characteristics
and blend of the ball field
aggregate.
- Our solution: Super
Slide’s proprietary blend
is mined, processed, and
mechanically blended to
exacting specifications
resulting in the perfect
playing condition with less
maintenance.
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